
Discuss your culture and what it means 

for the prospective employee.

Be candid about opportunities and 

challenges.

Have prospective employees speak with 

co-workers about the culture…this is not 

just an interview.

Explain your training and assimilation 

process.

Explain how performance is judged 

and review the job description

with candidates.

DURING THE

HIRING PROCESS

Start new hires 15-30 minutes after regular starting time so 

their mentor is ready to greet them upon arrival.Introduce them to their mentor who is responsible for ensuring new hires 

learn the culture and are getting the training and guidance they need to succeed. (Training 

mentors is an entire topic by itself.)Provide the bare minimum safety, handbook, benefits paperwork and organizational protocol 

the new hire needs to begin. This should be no more than three hours, to avoid overloading 

the person and making them feel it’s just something to “get through.” 
Review behaviors, values and conduct expected. Part of this is legal, but the idea is not to be 

reading the riot act. (Note: If you have that environment, you need to work on the basics of 

C.R.A.P…Caring, Respect, Appreciation and Praise).The supervisor should explain job expectations. Be realistic in expected progression of 

performance. Realize this is NOT an experienced person who will hit the ground running at 

110%. Your goal is not to bury the person--your goal is to assimilate them. Think of it this way: 

when a new piece of equipment is brought online, you never expect 110% performance from day 

one. People are no different! It takes time to be optimally performing.
Members of senior leadership should introduce themselves, meet new hires in the assimilation 

meeting, and briefly talk about the culture and what it means to be a part of the organization.

Give the new hire a FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) sheet.
Know who is going to be training the person and giving them their first exposure to their job on the 

first day. (Note: It should not be the temp employee who has been working for only a week!)

Introduce new hires to the entire team with whom they’ll be working most closely.

Take new hires on a brief tour of the department and any areas with whom they’ll need to interact. 

Show them the bathroom, locker room, lunch room and basic necessities they’ll need to feel at ease.

Train the new hire on what they have to do and then have them gradually start to do the tasks. Know 

when you should check back to see how the new hire is doing, let them ask questions, and make 

constructive corrections. The mentor should be involved in this process. Your goal is to not use the 

“sink-or-swim” approach.
The mentor should sit with the person at lunch and introduce them to others. In my experience, a 

crew/team usually sits with each other in most organizations. This is a great opportunity for people to 

learn about the new hire and for this person to learn about, and become part of, his/her team. 

At the end of the day, the supervisor, new hire and mentor should talk about how it is going,  and 

answer any questions, etc. (This is when you really get a good read on how the person is doing, how 

they feel about the environment and, frankly, if they’re overwhelmed. Adjustments then have to be 

made accordingly.)
Explain the regular time they’re expected in the next morning, where to report, etc. This will get the 

new hire into their regular routine.You gradually want to give the person more to learn without burying them! Everyone is different and 

learns at different paces. Frequent, honest, constructive conversations should be happening with the 

new hire. People want to know how they are doing--tell them, encourage them and make corrections 

as needed.
At the end of week one, summarize how they’re doing and tell them you’re glad they’re onboard and 

that you’ll see them next Monday. (Note: Part of accepting a new person is learning about them 

without prying. We tend to forget we’ll spend more of our waking time with colleagues than with our 

family!)

WHEN MAKINGAN OFFERCall it a “Welcome” or “Join the 

Team” letter because it is more 

than an offer.
Express your desire for the 
prospective employee to join the 

organization. Put all the legal 

language in, but it need not sound 

like a legal document.

WEEK TWO

Bring new employees back in for more 

formal training on the organization to 

expand their knowledge.

Take new hires on a tour of the entire facility.  

Explain how the big picture works and how 

the total operation runs. Go into greater 

depth on how the quality system works, 

how departments intertwine, etc.

The supervisor and mentor should have a 

progress discussion at the end of the week. 

The goal is to affirm the new hire is coming 

along, and that they’re learning and starting 

to become a key part of the organization 

and its success.

DAYONE!

REMAINDEROF MONTHContinue to add more duties and bring new hires 

up to speed on all aspects of their job.
Conduct a formal review of progress. Listen to 

concerns, problem-solve and reinforce the role 

the person has in the organization.Recognize new hires in front of the team. The new 

person has been here 30 days already! Reinforce 

to the group what it was like, ask if they 

remember what went on for them. Make the new 

hire understand the entire team went through this 

and that the new person’s success is important to 

the team and the organization--and that before 

they know it, they’ll be at 6 months.
At the end of 30 days, I advocate some increase 

in pay to reinforce the person is being successful 

and contributing to the success of the 

organization. NEXT 30 DAYS
(30-60)

Gradually begin to pull the mentor out of 

the relationship as the new person begins 

to “fly on their own.”

Continue to do more training on the 

culture, the unique nature of the business 

and how your business is different and 

BETTER than other organizations.

At the end of 60 days, there should be 

another formal progress review.

DAYS 61-180Begin to educate new hires on 
opportunities to advance their future in the 
organization and how to achieve their 
personal goals.
Begin education on financial aspects of the 
business.
Expose employees to the concept of saving 
for the future, the role the organization plays in 
that, and the interrelationship between 
individual performance and the performance 
of the organization.
At the 6-month mark, have a celebration of 
the new person or group of people.  Make it a 
big deal.  This is the future of the organization!
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